
Task 4. Study the two photographs. In 1.5 minutes be ready to compare and contrast the photographs:
·        give a brief description of the photos (action, location)

·        say what the pictures have in common
·        say in what way the pictures are different

·        say which of the ways of spending free time presented in the pictures you’d prefer
·        explain why

You will speak for not more than 2 minutes (12–15 sentences). You have to talk continuously.
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You will have to start speaking in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than 2 minutes 
(12–15 sentences). In your talk remember to speak about:

·        where and when the photo was taken
·        what/who is in the photo

·        what is happening
·        why you keep the photo in your album 

·        why you decided to show the picture to your friend
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A new fast food restaurant 
– now in your area!

1) location

2) opening hours

3) price of a standard lunch

4) vegetarian dishes

5) free Wi-Fi



1) location

2) price for one lesson

3) duration of the lesson            

4) languages available

5) evening classes

 

Individual language classes with native speakers!

 



1) opening hours

2) available sizes

3) discounts

4) free parking

5) how to get to the shop by public 
transport

Enjoy shopping in our new clothing store!

 



Visit our new fitness club!
1) location

2) opening hours

3) price of the season ticket

4) if individual sessions are possible

5) swimming pool


